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Gisela Steinhauer

© Thomas Bril

Gisela Steinhauer (born in 1960) is a presenter at WDR 2 (Sonntagsfragen,
Montalk), WDR 5 (Tischgespräche) and Deutschlandfunk. She has been
awarded the Kurt Magnus Prize, the Radio Journal Broadcasting Prize and
the German Radio Prize for her journalistic work. She lives in Cologne.

The Weird Bird Catches
More Than the Worm!

Original title:

From people with the courage to
make a new start

Original language: German

What actually determines whether we become

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

life-affirmers, life-deniers or even life-droozers? And

Der schräge Vogel fängt mehr als
den Wurm!
Von Menschen mit Mut zum Neuanfang

Publication in August 2021
208 pages

what happens when life suddenly changes direction? The popular and well-known radio presenter
Gisela Steinhauer has investigated these questions
and talked to many extraordinary people on her travels around the world. In her book we meet, among
others, the shaman Uli Gottwald, the rainforest
knight Sir Hugo, the desert guide Juta Brasch, the
aid organisation founder Lea Wyler or the undertaker
Fritz Roth. People who only make us marvel or
finally marvel again.

When life takes new paths –
inspiring stories for courageous people

www.westendverlag.de

Eva C. Schweitzer

© private

Eva C. Schweitzer, born 1958 in Stuttgart, has a PhD in American Studies
and is a German journalist and author. She was an editor at taz and Tagesspiegel and works as a USA correspondent for Die Zeit, Berliner Zeitung,
Financial Times Deutschland, Frankfurter Rundschau and Cicero. In 1992,
she received the Theodor Wolff Prize for journalism in Germany.

Turning Right in Disguise
The uncanny alliance
between the neo-right, woken
Anti-Germans and American
neo-conservatives
The Anti-Germans are a small but strident political
group which is so far on the left, it has adopted posi-

Original title:

Links blinken, rechts abbiegen

Die unheimliche Allianz zwischen
Neurechten, woken Antideutschen
und amerikanischen Neokonservativen
Original language: German
Publication in October 2021
224 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

tions of the extreme right. Some come from student
activism, others from the “Black Block” or just despise East Germans for their alleged petty bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, they have many sympathisers in
the media who grant them way to much influence. Eva
C. Schweitzer shows the origins of this ideology in the
USA, exposes the harmful influence of the Anti-Germans and explains who is behind this phenomenon.

A current topic of debate:
Cancel Culture and Wokeness

www.westendverlag.de

Emran Feroz

© private

Emran Feroz, born in 1991, works as a freelance journalist with a focus on
the Middle East and Central Asia, among others for Die Zeit, taz, Al Jazeera
and The New York Times. He regularly reports from and about Afghanistan
and the US drone war and has written a book about it, “Death at the Push
of a Button” (2017). Feroz is the founder of "Drone Memorial" (www.dronememorial.com), a virtual memorial for civilian drone victims.

The Longest War
20 Years “War on Terror”
Operation Enduring Freedom on 7 October 2001
marked the beginning of the “War on Terror” in Afghanistan, which to date has become the longest
war fought by the USA and its allies, with thousands

Original title:
Der längste Krieg
20 Jahre War on Terror
Original language: German
Publication in August 2021
176 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

of deaths and injuries. This neo-colonial crusade has
left wounds that may never heal. On the 20th anniversary of the attack, Emran Feroz describes this
war from an Afghan perspective for the first time. He
spoke with many people on the ground: from Hamid
Karzai to Taliban officials to affected citizens who
suffered above all from this war.

What remains after 20 years of war in Afghanistan and
the Operation Enduring Freedom?

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

Jens Berger

© private

Jens Berger is a journalist, political blogger, and editor from the very beginning of the NachDenkSeiten. He deals with and comments on social,
economic and financial issues. Berger is the author of several non-fiction
books, such as “Who Is Saving Us From The Corporations?“ (2020) and
the Spiegel bestseller "Who Is This Germany?" (2014).

Corona Black Book
A Preliminary Account
on Avoidable Damage and
Tolerated Victims
In medicine, it is said that the therapy must not be

Original title:

Schwarzbuch Corona

Zwischenbilanz der vermeidbaren
Schäden und tolerierten Opfer
Original language: German
Publication in June 2021
208 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

more harmful than the disease. If we apply this to
the worldwide measures to contain the coronavirus,
we would have to speak of one of the greatest medical errors in history. The journalist and best-selling
author Jens Berger uses numerous national and international examples to show what damage the corona policies have caused and are still causing.
Damage in the field of economy, ecology, and health
- but also damage to our psyche. Damage that is
distributed more unevenly than in any previous disaster. Damage that will be with us for a long time
and will change our societies permanently. Berger
looks beyond the numbers of infected persons and
incidences and focuses on connections, data, and
studies that are often suppressed and ignored in
the debate.

A Preliminary Account based on internationally acclaimed studies

www.westendverlag.de

Mathias Bröckers

© private

Mathias Bröckers is a freelance journalist who writes for the taz and Telepolis, among others. In addition to articles, radio broadcasts, and contributions to anthologies, he has published numerous books. His works "The
Emperor Wears No Clothes" (1993) and "Conspiracies, Conspiracy Theories, And The Secrets Of 9/11" (2002) and "We Are The Good Guys. How
Western Media Constructs Evil Putin" (2014) became international bestsellers.

The 9/11-Myth
20 Years After the Crime of the
Century – What do We Know?
The attacks of September 11 will probably go down
in history as the crime of the century. How can it be,
that even after twenty years the “official truth” is still

Original title:

Mythos 9/11

Die Bilanz eines Jahrhundertverbrechens – 20 Jahre danach
Original language: German
Publication in August 2021
144 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

held on to, although the objective inconsistencies
are overwhelming? The commission to clarify the
events presented a final report that does not stand
up to scrutiny by the public prosecutors and from
which even the commission members have distanced themselves. On the 20th anniversary of the
attacks, bestselling author Mathias Bröckers draws
a sobering conclusion about suppressed evidence
and the consequences that the “War on Terror”
continues to have worldwide today.

The crime of the century - many questions remain
unanswered

www.westendverlag.de

© Angela Margarethe Lehner

Thomas Moser
Thomas Moser is a freelance journalist and author who writes for ARD and
the online magazine Telepolis, among others. The studied political scientist, sociologist and ethnologist has dealt with the NSU trial in the past and
published the books "NSU: A Secret Affair" and "NSU: The Open Wound".
In the recent past, he reported on the parliamentary committees of inquiry
on the Breitscheidplatz attack in Berlin.

The Amri Complex
A Terrorist Attack, Twelve Deaths
and the Entanglements of the
State
The terrorist attack in December 2016 at the Christ-

Original title:

DerAmri-Komplex

Ein Terroranschlag, zwölf Tote und
die Verstrickungen des Staates
Original language: German
Publication in July 2021
240 pages, including many photos
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

mas market on Berlin claimed the lives of twelve
people. According to German officials, the Tunisian
Anis Amri was the sole perpetrator driven by religious fanatism. But after more than four years of
parliamentary committees of inquiry and ongoing
investigations, doubts grow about the official version. Was Amri really steering the truck into the
crowd at Breitscheidplatz? Who were his accomplices? Why are the German authorities so reluctant
to bring light to the case?

Was Anis Amri really a lone perpetrator?

www.westendverlag.de

Hans-Christian Lange

© private

Hans-Christian Lange has transformed himself from ex-chancellor's office
advisor and former top manager to political activist. He founded the first
German union for assembly and temporary workers called "Social Peace"
and is now chair of the protest movement "aufstehen" in Bavaria initiated by
Sahra Wagenknecht.

By Their Deeds You Shall
Know Them
An Insider Exposes the New
Financial and Political Elite
Governments and the rich benefit from the Corona crisis. They have more power and money, preach morali-

Original title:

An ihren Taten sollt ihr sie
erkennen
Ein Insider entlarvt die neue
Geld- und Politikkaste
Original language: German
Publication in July 2021
240 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

ty, but they do not solve the crisis. On the contrary,
Corona is setting the social explosive that is further dividing society through debt, exclusion and distribution
conflicts over vaccine. In his new book Hans-Christian
Lange declares war on the power and money elites. He
calls for an "alliance of the deceived", a movement from
below that strengthens democracy, social peace and
ecology for a sustainable future with new values, new
eco-social goals and a new sense of community.

From political advisor to participant in the yellow vest
movement - an insider exposes the immorality of the
elites

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

Walter Otto Ötsch
Nina Horaczek
© Katharina Gossow

© Artur Feller

Prof. Dr Walter Ötsch is a Professor of Economics and Cultural History at
Cusanus University. "Haider Light. Manual For Demagogy" (2000) and his
book “Populism For Beginners" (2017) became widely acclaimed bestsellers.
Nina Horaczek is a chief reporter at the Viennese weekly newspaper Falter. She is the author of several non-fiction books, such as "Defend Yourself! How You Can Get Involved In A Democracy And Make The World A
Better Place" (2019).

We Want Our Future Back!
A Claim for more Imagination in
Politics
The possibilities for positive change are great, but
we are not only failing to solve the problems associated with climate change and other global challenges, but exacerbating our predicament. Walter Ötsch

Original title:

Wir wollen unsere Zukunft
zurück!

Streitschrift für mehr Phantasie in
der Politik
Original language: German
Publication in August 2020
244 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

and Nina Horaczek shed light on the causes and
explain: We are in a crisis of political imagination. In
their book, they emphasise the importance of inspiring images for progressive visions and show
paths for sustainable change.

A way out of political lethargy: Courage to change

www.westendverlag.de
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Kersten Reich
Prof. Dr Kersten Reich is known as a learning researcher and cultural theorist in the German and English-speaking world. For more than 40 years,
he has worked at the University of Cologne on issues of democracy and
education, social justice and sustainability. He laid the foundation for the
opening of the Inclusive University School of the City of Cologne. Most
recently, "The Delimited Human Being and The Limits of Our Planet" (2021)
was published by Westend.

Let's Save the Planet!

Original title:

Lasst uns den Planeten retten!
Das nachhaltige Manifestt

The Sustainable Manifesto

Original language: German

The solutions we find today to the looming climate

Publication in August 2021
100 pages

catastrophe will be crucial to our survival. There cannot and must not be a “business as usual” with an

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

economy oriented towards profit maximisation, with
a policy that preaches constant growth and a consumption that puts self-interest above the impact on
nature and the environment. If we do not act immediately and face the reality of an ecological transformation of our society that cannot be postponed, our
planet will not be saved. On 100 gripping pages of
his manifesto, Kersten Reich specifies what needs to
be done to enable the next generations to survive on
this planet.

The manifesto on sustainability

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

© Jens Wagner

Anno Mungen
Prof. Dr. Anno Mungen (born 1961 in Cologne) is a Professor of Music
Theatre at the University of Bayreuth and the Director of the Research
Institute for Music Theatre in Thurnau. His main areas of work: Opera in the
18th-20th century, music and film and opera and politics. His publications
include: "In The Midst Of Life", and "The Wagner-Encyclopidia". He lives in
Cologne and Bayreuth.

Here, It's All About Art

Original title:

Hier gilt’s der Kunst

Wieland Wagner 1941-1945

Wieland Wagner 1941-1945

Original language: German

Wieland Wagner (1917-1966), grandson of Richard

Publication in July 2021
150 pages

Wagner and son of Hitler admirers Siegfried and
Winifred Wagner, plays a decisive and still unre-

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

solved role in Bayreuth's intensive association with
National Socialism. Hitler promotes his career and
Wagner follows the principles of National Socialism,
both strategically and stylistically, to take over the
direction of the Bayreuth Festival; a goal he achieves
in 1951. Anno Mungen now takes a look at Wieland
Wagner's artistic activities before 1951 and comprehensively examines the depoliticisation of the
Bayreuth Festival in the young Federal Republic,
which made it possible for Wieland Wagner not to
have to face his own culpability.

70 years “New Bayreuth” in 2021

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

© Erol Gurian

Alexander Unzicker
Dr. Alexander Unzicker is a theoretical physicist, lawyer and holds a doctorate in cognitive psychology. His science-critical book "From The Beginning Of Times To The Beginning Of Madness" (Springer Verlag) was named
"Science Book of the Year". In addition to his physics column for the news
portal Telepolis, he also writes about contemporary developments.
Westend most recently published his book „Locate Your Mind, Structure
Your Day“ (2019).

Einstein's Nightmare
America's Rise and The Fall of
Physics

Original title:

Einsteins Albtraum

Amerikas Aufstieg und der Niedergang der Physik
Original language: German

Like no other, Albert Einstein represented the Euro-

Publication in January 2022
240 pages

pean physics tradition, which sought fundamental

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

laws of nature through basic principles. At the beginning of the 20th century, however, the US-military
corrupted physics, culminating in the invention of the
atomic bomb. Money and proximity to power turned
it into a high-performance technical sport that simply forgot the question of the fundamental laws of
nature. Alexander Unzicker shows how we can put
physics back at the service of people so that civilisation can survive sustainably in the 21st century.

"Big Science May Destroy Great Science"
			
- Karl Popper

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

Ulrich Teusch

© private

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Teusch lives as a freelance journalist in Edermünde near
Kassel. He is a well-known non-fiction and radio author. In 2013, he received the Roman Herzog Media Prize for his SWR feature "About Lies In
Politics". His most recent book was published by Westend: “The War Before War. How Propaganda Decides Over Life And Death.” (2019)

Political Fear
Why we Need to Defend Critical
Thinking and Debate

Original title:

Politische Angst

Warum wir uns kritisches Denken
nicht verbieten lassen dürfen
Original language: German

The creation of fear is extremely helpful in establish-

Publication in July 2021
160 pages

ing and stabilising rulership. Already Machiavelli de-

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

scribed, that those who are overwhelmed by fear will
not question power. Thereby political fear undermines the rule of law and democracy. During the Corona crisis, many people became aware of this due
to the repressive, fear-producing state grip on individuals and society. Ulrich Teusch shows how we
can recognise the methods of fear generation, protect ourselves and defend ourselves.

Fear as a tool of power

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de
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Friedhelm Hengsbach
Friedhelm Hengsbach SJ is a member of the Jesuit Order. Until 2006,
Hengsbach was professor of Christian social ethics at the philosophicaltheological university Sankt Georgen in Frankfurt am Main and director of
the Oswald von Nell-Breuning Institute for Economic and Social Ethics. He
lives and works at the Catholic Academy Rhine-Neckar. His most recent
publications at Westend are "What Is Going On, Europe?" and "Sharing,
Not Killing".

The Time Belongs to Us
Resistance Against the Regime
of Acceleration

Original title:

Die Zeit gehört uns

Widerstand gegen das Regime der
Beschleunigung
Original language: German

Friedhelm Hengsbach shows how rapid acceleration

Publication in October 2021
288 pages

has conquered all areas of life. "Too little time for

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

children, to relax and celebrate" is what not only
housewives and managers complain about, but also
schoolgirls and students. How is it that an additional
push for speed has shaken up 21st century society?
What are the causes? And – most importantly – who
has to bare the consequences? The author traces
the causes of the dictate to accelerate which dominates our everyday experience. But how can the
risks of rapid acceleration be contained? Friedhelm
Hengsbach pleads for a humane and social measure
of time that should replace economic growth as an
indicator of prosperity.

"Friedhelm Hengsbach: a wise philosopher“			
Publik Forum

www.westendverlag.de
www.westendverlag.de

Backlist
I Am Not a Heroine

My Long Struggle for Justice

Mein langer Kampf für Gerechtigkeit
Original language: German
Publication in June 2021
176 pages
RIGHTS SOLD TO ITALY

Carla Del Ponte, born in 1947, is a Swiss lawyer and diplomat. From 1999 to 2007, she was Chief Prosecutor of
the International Criminal Court for the war crimes in the
former Yugoslavia and for the genocide in Rwanda. She
was Switzerland's ambassador to Argentina from 2008 to
2011 and a member of a UNHCR commission investigating human rights violations in Syria.

SHAME ON YOU!

How Ideologists Determine What
is Good and Evil
Are "old white men" racists just because they are white? Is
J.K. Rowling, the creator of Harry Potter, actually "transphobic"? Why was a female member of the Adidas board
forced out of her job? How is it possible, that a self-appointed moral elite wants to determine how we speak and which
media we are allowed to consume? Do we have to protect
criminals because they have fled from countries that could
not offer them a future? Is "MeToo" exclusively about victims? Judith Basad asks highly uncomfortable questions
and warns forcefully against the supposedly courageous
warriors for a better world.
Judith Sevinç Basad studied German and philosophy. She worked for the Ibn Rushd Goethe Mosque in
Berlin, which practices a gender-equal and liberal Islam,
and publishes for WELT, FAZ, NZZ, and the author blog
Salonkolumnisten. In 2019, Basad completed a newspaper traineeship in the feature section of the NZZ.

© Gaetan Bally

Frankfurter
Rundschau

Ich bin keine Heldin

Original title:

Schäm dich!

Wie Ideologinnen und Ideologen
bestimmen, was gut und böse ist
Original language: German
Publication in March 2021
244 pages
15.000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

© Björn Engeloch

"Backing down is
not her thing. It's
her demanding
impatience, her
tenacity and professionalism that
gets her where
she wants to go."

Carla Del Ponte demands justice. Where is international law
currently being broken? And what possibilities does the UN
have to intervene? And is the UN degraded to become a
compliant instrument of powerful countries? Carla Del Ponte, Chief Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court for
many years, reports on her years working as a high-ranking
UN diplomat. In her passionate plea she calls for the enforcement of international law, necessary reforms of the UN
and an active role for the EU.

Original title:

www.westendverlag.de

Backlist
Let us Plant Paradises!

Becoming Rich with the Diversity
of Nature Instead of Poor
Through its Destruction
The world is facing enormous upheavals. Ruthless deforestation, pesticide-soaked monocultures and antibiotic
fattening in large barns are no longer appropriate. The balance after one hundred years: Industrialized agriculture
and forestry have failed miserably. Timm Koch explains
vividly and with many examples why the motto of the future must be: become rich with the wealth of nature instead of becoming poor through its destruction. His advice
to those like-minded: Join forces, prevent the worst and
count on better times!

Original title:

Lasst uns Paradiese pflanzen

Reich werden mit der Vielfalt der
Natur, statt arm werden durch ihre
Zerstörung
Original language: German
Publication in June 2021
240 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

How a Virus Was Able to Change
the World
Whether in politics, economy or our private lives: the corona virus rules it all since early 2020. Thousands of companies are moving towards bankruptcy, civil rights are being
restrained without discussion, which many adhered to: numerous people remain scared and intimidated. What is
happening here? Paul Schreyer connects the dots. This
book puts the seemingly chaotic incidents of these past
months into a detailed timeline - because several recent
developments aren't exactly incidential.
Paul Schreyer, born in 1977, is co-editor of the magazine
Multipolar, freelance journalist and author of several political books. Two of his works also published by Westend
are Who Rules the Money (2016) and The Fear of the Elites
(2018).

Original title:

Chronik einer angekündigten Krise
Wie ein Virus die Welt verändern
konnte
Original language: German
Publication in August 2020
160 pages
70.000 copies sold
RIGHTS SOLD TO US/UK, Spain,
France, Japan, Italy, Russia,
Netherlands

© private

The Timeline of a
Prefigured Crisis

© Dirk Göttsche

Timm Koch studied Philosophy in Berlin. His wildlife expertise includes gathering wild fruits and fungi, hunting,
fishing, and bee keeping. He explores and cherishes the
multifaceted modern alternatives to industrial food production, and shares the incredible possibilities for individuals, industrial actors as well as society as a whole.

www.westendverlag.de
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Brace for Climate Impact!
Lessons to Learn From the
Climate Crisis

There's one heat record after another, extreme drought
has struck the planet and causes wildfires from Alaska
all the way to the tropics. The climate crisis we face today has been predicted precisely over thirty years ago.
Our reaction so far? Pretty ignorant! Some aggressive
storms had gotten us to turn our heads every once in a
while and had sparked some frantic activity. We need to
realize that what we are barely even dealing with now is
but the tip of the iceberg. It is about time for all of us to
finally act!

Original title:

Zieht euch warm an, es wird
heiß!

Den Klimawandel verstehen und
aus der Krise für die Welt von
morgen lernen
Original language: German
Publication in June 2020
320 pages
85.000 copies sold
RIGHTS SOLD TO KOREA

Atlas of Global Economy
Facts, figures and analyses on
the globalized economy

This work is not an atlas in the conventional sense of the
term, but a fully illustrated description of the global economy with many up-to-date figures and facts. Diagrams
capture fully up-to-date data expressing the economic
complexity of the global economy. Using innovative visualizations, it investigates a number of issues from Consumption to Climate Change, from Interest to Investments.
This edition has a special chapter on the issue of the
Coronavirus Shock and the World Economy.

© Sebastian Knoth

Sven Ploeger predicts the weather for radio and television since 1999. In 2010, he was presented by the
award for the best weatherman in German Television.
Having studied meteorology, Sven Ploeger frequently
gives lectures on weather and climate.

Original title:

Atlas der Weltwirtschaft 2020/21
Zahlen, Fakten und Analysen zur
globalisierten Ökonomie
Original language: German
Publication in November 2020
128 pages, visual aid with up-to-date
figures and facts
8.500 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Heiner Flassbeck was Director of the Division on Globali sation and Development Strategies at UNCTAD.
Friederike Spiecker is a diploma economist and works
as a freelance.
Dr. Stefan Dudey is a freelance author and consultant
specialized in economic and health data.
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